
 

acking BDW Security
For those of you who don't know what BDW is, it's a security program, duh. But it's a little different 
than most. It's very very restrictive. Most of the conventional methods of hacking it won't work. So one 
day after school I decided to see what I could do. I couldn't use the finder, couldn't access the internet,
control panels, or system folder for that matter. So I thought "well this sucks ass..." so I began looking 
around. What I noticed was that I could use the automated tasks. So, I used create alias in apple menu 
folder on the harddrive. That way I had access to everything, including the system folder and all it's 
contents. There was still a problem, I could open the folders, control panels, Extensions and what not, 
but couldn't move anything out of them. So, I decided to create a new apple script that would move 
something dragged onto it into the trash. Turns out, when I tried that, I couldn't save it. So THAT didn't 
work. Next I decided to edit an already existing AS. So I chose the Create Alias script I used earlier. 
Here's what I did to it. In the script there is a part in the function that says:

try
create new alias to x
end try

Or something along those lines, change the create alias part to "Delete x", that way when something is
dragged onto the script, it will move it to trash. This worked well for me. In the extensions folder there 
is an extension disabler, move that to the trash, then there should also be a special folder for BDW in 
the sys folder, as I recall, there's a duplicate of the extensions disabler there also, move that to trash. 
Then restart with extensions off and do what you please.

If you have any questions or comments, email me here: raistlin43@hotmail.com
Hope you get at least SOME use out of this.
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